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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper we describe a new application for crawling an image called a Image Web Crawler. The goal of a 

Image crawler is to seek out pages that contains the required image. Image web Crawler crawls the urls till we find 

the particular image. To achieve such Image crawling, we designed two modules that guide our crawler: a 

patternmatcher that matches the image to the other images that are contained in further urls, and  a searchcrawler 

that searches the relevant urls. We also can implement focused image web crawler where only the specific urls are 

crawler for reducing the complexity from client point of view. Our anecdotes suggest that focused Image crawling is 

very effective for building high-quality collections of Image Web documents on specific topics, using modest desktop 

hardware. 

 

KEYWORDS: Web Crawling, Focused Crawler, URL, Seed URL. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

World Wide Web includes a lot of different files that are linked to each other to look at a file that has a link to 

another file and then follow that link to read the next file. WWW is a synchronous, distributed client-server 

hypertext information retrieval system. The World-Wide Web (W3) project allows access to the universe of online 

information using two simple user interface operations. It is only a single Internet service and   refers to a collection 

of hyperlinked web pages. 

Both for society as a whole and for the technology used to build and maintain the Web, many challenges   has been 

created by the large adoption of the WWW.  The important social concerns in the areas of privacy, censorship, and 

access to information has been raised by the ubiquitous used of the Web.  More than 13% of the traffic to Web sites 

has been generated by the Web. The size of the Web, which currently is in the order of thousands of millions of 

pages, is the important problem of search engines. 
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II WEB CRAWLER 

The web crawler is a program that automatically traverses the web by downloading the pages and following the 

links from page to page [Koster1999].A web crawler (also known as a web robot or spider) is a program for 

downloading web pages. January 27, 1994 Brian Pinkerton, a CSE student at the University of Washington, starts 

WebCrawler in his spare time. Web Crawler is a Web service today but earlier it was a desktop application. April 

20, 1994 WebCrawler goes live on the Web with a database containing pages from just over 4000 different Web 

sites. WebCrawler serves its 1 millionth query on November 14th, 1994. In making the Web easier to use for 

millions of people, WebCrawler has played a fundamental role. The Web‟s growth  from 1994 to 1997 has been 

fuelled  by creating a new way of navigating hypertext by the evolution of web crawler. The node in the Web graph 

is the WebCrawler that contains links to many sites on the Web. It shortens the path between searchers and their 

destinations. 

Search engine is a commercial service that scans document on the Internet, a  computer program that searches for 

particular keywords and returns a list of documents in which they were found. Users found Web documents by 

following hypertext links from one document to another, before search engines like WebCrawler came in. 

 

III FOCUSED CRAWLING 

 

The main objective of focused crawling is to only crawl on a small fraction of the Web to discover the set of pages 

covering a certain topic. Because of the finite crawling resources such as time, network bandwidth and storage, 

focussed crawling is essential. 

Focused crawler   is composed of the two hypertext mining programs which are based on the keyword relevancy 

evaluation, they are:   

 The classifier component evaluates the relevance of the page. 

 The distiller identifies the hypertext links that points to many relevant pages.[11] 

 There are three kinds of focused crawling strategies: 

 Best First crawler: priority queue ordered by similarity between topic and page where link was 

found. 

 Page Rank crawler: crawls in pagerank order, recomputed ranks every 25
th

 page. 

 Info Spiders: uses neural net, back propagation, considers text around links.[10] 

 

IV THE NEED FOR IMAGE RETRIEVAL FROM THE WEB 

 

The WWW encompasses a large amount of visual information such as structured collections (e.g., museum 

collections) or independent collections (e.g., individuals‟ photographs, logos, and so on) that comprises of a large 

amount of visual information such as videos, movies, and comic strips. Tools that are used for effective retrieval of 

this information can be proved to be beneficial for many applications. Here we try to show why such tools are 
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indispensable for users, what services users may ask them to accomplish and what applications people may need 

them for. 

In order to retrieve and process an image, image web crawler uses a web crawling technique that simply contains 

many systematic and typical processes. The whole information is retrieved using an image crawler by the use of just 

a single picture. It is advantageous in the field of internet surfing. 

 

V PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

The proposed architecture of image web crawler may integrate the following modules; 

 

Fig.1 Architecture of web crawler 

 

 The mechanism of image web crawler is basically depends on the mechanism of web crawler.  

 The process starts from crawling the urls from the web and then extracts the image from every url 

recursively.  

 Now the retrieved imges are stored in the database. 

 Now the stored images are compared with the given image . 

 Then Pattern Matcher matches the image to the templates stored in the database. 

 And gives the matching image as required output. 

 

VI PROPOSED MECHANISM OF WEB CRAWLER 

 

To run a Web crawler, is a challenging task. There are reliability issues and tricky performance and even more 

importantly, there are social issues. It involves interacting with hundreds of thousands of Web servers and various 

name servers, which are all beyond the control of the system thus   crawling is the most fragile application. The 

speed of one‟s own Internet connection, and the speed of the sites that are to be crawled, governs the speed of web 
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crawling. If many downloads are done in parallel, the total crawling time can be significantly reduced, especially if 

one is a crawling site from multiple servers. At the core they are all fundamentally the same, despite the numerous 

applications for Web crawlers. 

Following is the process by which Web crawlers work: 

 

1. Download the Web page. 

2. Parse through the downloaded page and retrieve all the links. 

3. For each link retrieved, repeat the process. The Web crawler can be used for crawling through a whole site 

on the Inter-/Intranet.[9] 

 

The Crawler follows all links found in that HTML page as soon as you specify a start-URL. This leads to more 

links, which will be followed again, and again. A site can be seen as a tree-structure, the root is the start-URL; all 

links in that root- HTML-page are direct sons of the root. Subsequent links are then sons of the previous sons. 

Noting any hypertext links on that page that point to other Web pages, web crawler starts by parsing a specified Web 

page. A single URL Server serves lists of URLs to a number of crawlers.  They then recursively parse those pages 

for new links, and so on. WebCrawler software doesn't actually move around to different computers on the Internet, 

as viruses or intelligent agents do. At once, each crawler keeps roughly 300 connections opened. To retrieve Web 

pages at a fast enough pace, this is necessary. A crawler resides on a single machine. The crawler simply sends 

HTTP requests for documents to other machines on the Internet, just as a Web browser does when the user clicks on 

links. All the crawler really does is to automate the process of following links. 

Web crawling can be regarded as processing items in a queue. When the crawler visits a Web page, it extracts links 

to other Web pages. So the crawler puts these URLs at the end of a queue, and continues crawling to a URL that it 

removes from the front of the queue. 

 

6.1 Resource Constraints 

 

Crawlers consume resources: network bandwidth to download pages, memory to maintain private data structures in 

support of their algorithms, CPU to evaluate and select URLs, and disk storage to store the text and links of fetched 

pages as well as other persistent data. 

 

6.2 Robot Protocol 

 

The robot.txt file gives directives for excluding a portion of a Web site to be crawled. Analogously, a simple text file 

can furnish information about the freshness and popularity of published objects. This information permits a crawler 

to optimize its strategy for refreshing collected data as well as replacing object policy. 
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6.3 Meta Search Engine 

 

A meta-search engine is the kind of search engine that does not have its own database of Web pages. It sends search 

terms to the databases maintained by other search engines and gives users the results that come from all the search 

engines queried. Fewer Meta searchers allow you to delve into the largest, most useful search engine databases. 

They tend to 228return results from smaller and/or free search engines and miscellaneous free directories, often 

small and highly commercial. [9] 

 

VII WORKING 

7.1 Crawler 

First enter the starting URL. Now the crawler adds web pages to the queue. Check whether queue is empty or not. If 

queue is not empty then get web pages from queue. Now download the pages from URL. If the web page is 

downloaded successfully then check if link in the page are relevant then load the web page content and pass this 

content onto pattern matcher. If the web page is downloaded successfully and queue is not empty and link in the 

page are not relevant then terminate the process and again get web pages from queue and repeat the same process. If 

the web page is not downloaded successfully then load web page content and pass content onto pattern matcher. 

 

Module 1 

 

Enter starting url; 

Add pages to queue; 

If(queue!=empty) 

{ 

Get web pages fron queue; 

Download the page from url; 

If (download==successful) 

{ 

If(link==relevant) 

{ 

Load web page content; 

recognizer(); 

} 

Else 

{ 

If(queue!=empty) 

{ 
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Exit ; 

} 

Else 

{ 

Get web page from queue; 

} 

} 

Else 

{ 

Load web page content; 

recognizer (); 

} 

} 

 

 

7.2 Recognizer 

First of all retrieve the http data from web page. Check for whether page contains URL or not. If contain then submit 

this URL to web crawler. If not then search for pattern. Now check whether pattern is normal text pattern or not. If 

pattern is normal text pattern then check whether it is specific match. If match then store result in database else 

found pattern matcher with help of stored database. If pattern is not normal text pattern but initialism patterns then 

check whether it is specific match. If match then store result in database else found pattern matcher with help of 

stored database. If pattern is neither normal text pattern nor initial initialism pattern then repeat the same process 

from starting.  

 

Module 2: 

 

Retrieve_http(); 

If (URL==true) 

{ 

Add url to crawled queue; 

} 

Else 

{  

Search_pattern(); 

} 

If(pattern==text) 
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{ 

If(pattern==specific) 

{ 

Store result in text database; 

} 

Else 

{ 

Use database to match; 

} 

} 

Elseif(pattern==image) 

{ 

If(pattern==specific) 

{ 

Store result in text database; 

} 

Else 

{ 

Use database to match; 

} 

 

} 

Else 

{ 

Recognizer(); 

} 

 

VIII CONCLUSION 

Generic crawlers and search engines are like public libraries; they try to supply everyone, and don‟t work in specific 

areas and specially for an image. Solemn Web users are becoming moe and more feeling a need for highly 

specialized and filtered „image based university research libraries‟ where they can explore their curiosity for an 

image[10]. These  presented functions for focused image crawling are not mutually exclusive and almost all of them 

can be incorporated into a combine structure for creation of focused corpora. To rely on the application requirements 

however some of them are more suitable than other ones. Extensive crawling can present a serious usability problem 

as it requires considerable amount of network resources and time for a client-side data collection. On the other hand 
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collection of  large corpuses of data forces too much of a load on search engines and hence requires more of a 

„traditional‟ focused crawling methods. 
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